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Chicago Urban League

Compton blasts C.O.P. budget
by Ca;olyn R. Hamilton
Not since Herbert Hoover has
our President so failed to offer
sound econo!fliC policies and pro•lde the brand of leadership needed to fuel a moral crusade to end
poverty and save our cities, according to a local civil rights
!eader .
" The Reagan Administration's
proposed budget reads more likethe script lor a Hollywood horror
movie than a serious prescription
lor curing the ills of our economy,"
charged James W. Compton,
President of the Chicago Urban
League, Feb. 3 at a speech in the
Conrad Hilton Grand ballroom.
"IN SHORT;-the Reagan Admin is trat ion has ell aced
America's record of progress in
the area of civil rights," said Compton.
The misleading reports and commercials on how well Americans
are doing since this president took
office make him "wish that these
statements were universally true,
but the facts do not confirm them,"
he added.
The Chicago Urban League
recently published a report on the
soci~onomic status of blacks in
Chicago. This study was based
upon data provided by the 1980
population census and included an
. analysis of the II largest
metropolitan areas - those that
had at least 150,000 blacks and
50,000 Hispanics in their populalion.
THE 11 a r eas, including
Chlcago,accountedlorover40percento! allblacksaildHispanics nationwide. Revealing indicators in
the study - Including median
family income, percentage of persons living beneath the poverty
level, employment and unemployment education and households
headed by single female parents show blacks fared far worse than
any other racial or ethnic group.
"II Mr. Reagan had done his
homework, " stated Compton,
"before he made his state of the
union address he would have found a most dismal account of the condiUons lacing blacks and Hispanics
In these most populous centers.
Homelessness, joblessness, hunger
and hopelssness are priority Items
in our black communities."
Nowhere were things as bad lor
blacks as in Chicago, Compton continued. Detroit, Boston and
P hiladelph ia presented gross
white and black differences. But
the gap between Chicago's whites
and blacks topped them all. This
city's deplorable record stands as
a benchmark lor helping the
severity of the substantive effects
of racism on an entire population,
he added.
COMP'OON AI~ recalled the
ugly realistic picture of the 1960's
when southern cities, people and
Institutions suggested snarling
dogs, high pressure lire hoses, and
hooded night riders. He urged
blacks to view today's struggles in

Republican party has written off
the black agenda, as well as the
black vote in 1984, just as he feels it
did lour years ago. And the
Democratic Party, he added cannot afford to take the black vote lor
granted as they attempt to rally
traditional constituents. He warned that it will take more than coming into black churches and singing
"We Shall Overcome" in order to
be called "Mr. President" on inaugural day.
The Chicago Urban League currently conducted voter registration
drives at scattered sites
throughou t the South and
Compton speaks before a Conrad
Wests ides of the city. The registration activities began in late ·Hilton audience. (Photo by Rob
January and continued through
Perea)
Chicago School Supt. Dr. Ruth Love laughs with CUL President James
February 13.
likelihood that Chicago public
Compton during the State of Black Chicago seminar. (Photo by Rob
THE LEAGUE has been involv- school children will receive a betPerea)
ed with voter registration and tereducation.
education lor a long time.
Public housing has fallen to the
light of the past.
hand with our mayor in devising
"This year we are making a status of shelter of last resort,
Chicago's failure in the
responsestoholdoldproblemsand specialefforttoin!ormChicagoans resulting in institutionalized and
economic sphere is not unrelated
new realities."
of the new state of law affecting feminized poverty, he said. It is
to its long history of resistance to
Trying to civilize the local voter registration identification re- there where the future of 100,000
enlightened concepts of human
government is hardly one of Comp- quirements," says Janice Kissner , children, firmly at risk, are disadrelations and fair sharing among ton's roles that he'd envisioned lor the Leagues Social Service Direc- vantaged and matched with the
all regardless of class, race or the coalition in 1984, but if a heal- tor.
disadvantaged.
ethnicity. Over the years when the ing mission to government is being
Under the new state Law, which
Approaches to the situation
nation as a whole experienced
thrust upon us as our responsibili- was effective January I, all per- should be rethought so all children
some social and political projecty, then he feels we will accept it.
sons registering to vote must have can reach their fullest potential.
lions, Chicago seemed to build an
Even though politics is not the produced two, rather than one,
"MY VISION, " Compton stated,
unenviable record of failed opUrban League's business, and be- pieces of identification. These "spans a Chicago in which social
ing an active force against the pieces of ID must have contained justice, civil justice and criminal
portunities in race relations, said
Compton.
social and economic barriers the applicant's name and a current justice reign in triumph over all inCompton quoted the great aboli- created by racism is, their 68 years address; they must be from two iquity. " But like Dr. Martin Luther
tionist Frederick Douglass: "II of service to communities has pro- di!!erent sources and cannot be King, Jr. once said. "We share a
ved to have not been in vain.
sell-generated. Acceptable forms dream ...We shall indeed over1 there is no struggle, there is no proCHICAGO RACISM has ridden of identification included drivers come."
gress. Those who profess to favor
freedom, and yet depreciate agita- in a white sheet burning crosses on license, social security card, utility
Honorable guests at the affair
lion are men who want crops the advancement of its minority bills, employer or student were Chicago School Superintenwithout ploughing up the ground . population lor much too long. identification card, birth cer- dent Dr. Ruth B. Love; C.U.L.
Power concedes nothing without a
However, the Chicago Urban tificate and public assistance iden- Chairman Lester McKeever, Jr.;
demand. It never did and it never League keeps striving lor change.
ti!ication cards. Other forms of Cook County State's Attorney
will."
The Chicago Urban League's identification also were accepted.
Richard Daley ; Police Superinten" I AM LIFTING my voice today concern aims toward unregistered
NEITHER Compton nor the Ur- dent Fred Rice; Congressman Gus
ban League have endorsed a SavageD-Chicago and others.
for cooperation," stated Compton, voters, stressing that they are now
"In a new rainbow coalition. I am on the eve of two important elec- presidential candidate.
The League also honored six incalling upon our city council to quit tions - the primary in March and
Compton said that lobbying lor dividuals as its "Beautiful People"
dilly dallying and exert some true the general election in November .
funds is needed once more lor lor 1983 - Theresa Carroll,
leadership by working hand-inCompton observed that the
reforms that will increase the
Continued on page 2
------------------------------------------------------
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en d honor Lyman
JI C

by Gina Bi lotto
Some close friends and former
associates of the late Broadcast
Communication s Dep art ment
Chairman Thaine Lyman a re in
the process of setting up the Thaine
Lyman Fellowship Endowment to
honor his memory.
Lyman, who died in November of
last year, worked with Columbia
lor 34 years. Dur ing that time he
built the school's television department from scratch to what it is today .
BROADCAST Communications
Department Chairman AI Parker
and Jack Wol!sohn, director of
Deve lopment, are gathering
friends, former associates and
some of Lyman's former students

" We hope to raise most of the
money by the end of this year ,"
Wol!sohn said. He emphasized that
the endowment lund is permanent,
"The grants will come from the income earned by investing the endowment money.''
" WE KNEW that if there was a
way to honor Thaine's memory this would be the way to do it.
"We thought it would be an honor
to his memory if some kid could
get to go to school who wouldn't
normally have the opportunity,"
Parker explained.
"THAINE built the TV department around professional support.
He hired the best teachers from the
broadcast industry," Parker said.
"Now when people think of Columbia, they think of top professional
teachers."

to raise $100,000 to start the endowment.
Wol!sohn said if enough money is
raised by the end of this year, people will be able to apply lor funds in
the spring of 1985.
THE ENDOWMENT lund 's
money will be distributed in lour
areas, Wol!sohn said.
One area includes in-aid supplements to students interning
where they receive little or no pay
and money lor special equipment
rentals to students doing projects
and scholarships to help with tuition.
Money will also be available lor
people doing research on new
video techniques and video applications, and lor those doing
research on issues that affect the
broadcast industry and profession.

H. Tbaloe Lyman
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Bash begins black salute
by Robert Bergsvik
A month-long celebration of
Black History at Columbia College
jumped off Thursday, March 1,
with a reception and speech featuring black poetry, music and two
speakers from the administration
of Mayor Harold Washington.
The reception, with music by the
Prana Ensemble, began with the
remarks of Madeline Murphy
Rabb, Executive Director of the
Chicago Council on Fine Arts.
Rabb called on Chicago blacks to
"join in today and become the
agents of agitation and change,"

as she exhorted blacks to greater
efforts.
"I challenge you to go for it," she
added, urging the audience of
more than 50 Columbia students to
celebrate Black History month at
Columbia's lith Street Theatre.
Rabb also called on blacks to recall
the "racist shroud" that prevented
Afro-Americans from enjoying an
"honest history."
In addition, the reception- complete with buffet table - included
poet Sterling D. Plumpp and Don
Rashid, press secretary and media
consultant for Ald. Lawrence

Bloom( 5th).
The celebration, following
February's Chicago Black History
month, was coordinated by the
Committee on African History and
Columbia College. Committee
members include co-chairpersons
Diane Chandler and Batura Otara.
Chandler called the event the first
of its kind at Columbia and said it
contributed to a sense of black
perspective.
"Dealing with the past kind of
helps to put into perspective what
is happening now," she said.
The celebration closes March 30

at 1:30 p.m. with a Gospel, Blues
and Poetry tribute, featuring Sally
Martin. The final event takes place
in the Ferguson Theatre, 600 S.
Michigan.
The following events occur at the
lith Street Theratre, 72 E. lith St.,
unless otherwise noted.
Fashion, Hair Sculpture and
Dance Extravaganza, March 5, at
6:30p.m .
"Sun-Baked Lips," featuring
Soyini Dyson. Also scheduled are

the West African Kora

PlaJWs,

March 7 at 6:30 p .m.

Guest lecturer Etta Morton
Barnette, and the Muntu Afr1eM
Dance Theatre, 1:30 p.m., Mardi
9, at Ferguson Theater.
Two rums: "Paul Robeson" llld
"Putney s\vope," 4 p.m., Marcb 14
at the Film Center, Room m, ai·
600 S. Michigan Ave. Also at the
Film Center "Cabin in the Sky,"
March 21 at 4 p.m.
"The Realist Perspective," a
slide presentation March 25, at the
South Side Community Art Center
3831 S. Michigan Ave. at 3 p.m:
Musical accompaniment by H.
Mark Williams and the Cultural
Messengers.

Royko speaks out .
by Scott Stone.
and Gina Bilotto
Chicago Tribune columnist Mike
Royko used his retorting techniques instead of his reporting
techniques as the opening guest of
this semester's Front Page Lecture Series, Feb. 22. in the
Ferguson Theatre.
The Pulitzer Prize winner fielded questions that ranged from his
jump to the Tribune to Jesse
Jackson and politicians in general.
HE FOLD the journalism
students where his newspaper
loyalties lie. " When I worked for
the Daily News, I scorned the SunTimes. It was the last paper I
wanted to work for."
•
"The Tribune isn't the same
paper (that it used to be). I 've
criticized the Trib. They meddled
in politics too much. The things I

rapped them for, they aren't doing
now," he said .
Royko mentioned that he took a
10 percent pay cut to work for the
Tribune. He said he got out of his
contract with the Sun-Times
despite having a personal contract
with the paper.
"I GOT OUT of my contract
because of the union contract. That
takes precedent over a personal
service contract. My lawyer said it
(the personal contract) was the
most bizarre contract he'd ever
seen. It was too binding," he explained.
Royko said former Sun-Times
owner Marshall Field III assured
him that he would not sell the
paper.
1
Royko said if former Sun-Times
publisher James Hoge had bought
the paper, he would have stayed.
HE CALLED the new "look" of
the Sun-Times "trashy," and he
said despite the paper's new format, it might be successful.
" The Sun-Times won' t fold , it
might even increase circulation,"
he said.
When asked why people should
read his column, Rayko explained
that as long as people had bought
the paper, they might as well read
~

pboto by Vic Victoria

,

"ACTUALLY, for two bits you
get a whole newspaper, If you get it
you might as well read the column.
"You get sports, you get funnies,

stock market reports, horse race
results, news stories - it's not a
bad deal."
Responding to a question on
what would give U.S. presidential
candidate Jesse Jackson a chance
at that office, Royko said
Jackson's talent is more with
words than with anything else.

HE SAID the best chance
Jackson had of becoming president
is by " presenting himself in the
most attractive way."
"He is very effective. There is a
lot of novelty in Jackson. If he ran
against Washington you would see
what his <Jackson 's) skills are.
How strong is he where race is not
a factor? He's great at making
slogans and phrasing sentences.
" He's running because of his
ego. He had to do something to go
beyond Chicago," Royko explained.
WHEN ASKED if it was alright
for reporters to like politicians, he
said, " Politicians are no worse
than the people who elect them."
He recommended the lifestyle of
"the big car, the condo a nd eating
in expensive restaurants.' '
'
In response to the question of
whether he changed his socks <as
in the Tribune television commercial) he said, " Yes, I moved them
from one foot to the other."
He even likes having his name on
Tribune newspaper boxes in the city. " It's a thrill ," said Royko.

~
Madeltne M. Rabb, Don Rashid and Sterltng D. Plumpp, pboto by Rabb
Perea.

H.5. seminar
tells of press
by Patrick Z. McGavin
Nearly 90 high school journalists
and advisors visited Columbia College recently to participate in the
first High School Newspaper
Seminar conducted by the Journalism Department.
.
The agenda read like a wllo's
Who of Chicago Journalism and
the aspiring writers proved to be a
captive audience for the diverse
field of professionals.
COLUMBIA Journalism Instructor Les Brownlee was the masterof -cere monies . Journali s m
Department Chairman, Daryle
Feldmeir, made a brief appearance.
The discussion and lectures
ranged from constitutional
guarantees under the law to the
importance of factua l information.
It encompassed both the old and
the new, emphasizing s trong
writing and criticized · an
overdependence on the use of tape
recorders.

Attorney Alan Nelf discussed the
high school forum concept of press
lreedom ; Chicago Tribune
Associate City Editor Manuel
Galvan cited distinctions of news
elements; and Carol Cain,
associate editor for Business Insurance, elaborated on the need to
be "nosey."
THEY CAME from as lar away
as Zion, and more than likely they
lelt with more knowledge than
when they first entered.

Les Brownlee; pboto by Robb

Perea.

Primary brings-hot Dem. race
by Pamela Dean
As the Illinois primary approaches , more people are following Mayor Ha rold Washington's
lead to dethrone Cook County
Democratic Chairman Ald . Edward Vrdolyak (10th) . This committeeman race promises to be a
steamy one, especially with 90,000
newly regis tered Chicago voters
this month.
In early February, the Illinois
Public Action Council <IPAC)
blasted Vrdolyak for letting the
county party lose its strength and
vowed to " flood wards with
volunte e r s and cam pai g n
literature" to elect seven independent Democrats in key wards,
replacing both Vrdolyak and
Washington allies . !PAC, the
state 's largest public Interest
group, has never endorsed city
council candidates .
LAST WEEK 49th ward !Rogers
Park) candidate Michael Kreloff
sa id he would run against
Vrdolyak for Democratic chairman if George Dunne or County
Assessor Thomas Hynes did not
run. Kreloff accused Vrdolyak of
telling people anyone who had a
problem with the mayor was on
Vrdolyak's s ide. Kreloff is expecting an endorsement !rom Mayor
Washington and has already gotten
s upport from the !PAC and Ald.
David Orr C49th).
Mayor Washington has wanted

to fizzle out Vrdolyak's power
since the first City Council meeting
when Vrdolyak maintained a solid
ma c hin e majority over
Wa s hin gton's reform allies .
Washington got help toward that
goal last month when Joseph E .
Gardner took a leave of absence
from his post as director of the
Mayor's Office of Inquiry and Information to become Washington's
top political aide. Some committmen accused Gardner in January
or letting the Department or
neighborhoods become a "political
organi zation ." They cut the
department's budget, reassigned
some ol-its staff and stopped some
programs that aided the mayor's
neighborhood forum s where he
scolded Vrdolyak. Gardner, who is
trying to build a reform platlorm
that independent candidates for
alderman can rally around, is betting that Mayor Washington's
" prelerence" lor the Rev. Jesse
Jackson in the presidential race
will stimula te black voters and increase the chances of proWashington committeeman candidates in 30 for the city's 50 wards .
This is how the City Council
alliances s tand to date, accord ing
to Dan Burke ol the City Clerk's Orlice : The "Vrdolyak 29" include
a ldermen !rom wards 1, 10
CVrdolyak ), 11 , 12, 13, 14 CAid. Edward Burke, Finance Committee
Cha irman ), 15, 18, 19, 22, 23, 25, 26,

30, 31, 32, 33, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41 ,
44, 45, 46, 47 and 50. The Jrd Ward
seat has been vacant s ince lormer
Ald. Tyrone Kenner's lederal mail
lraud conviction last s ummer.
IN A RECENT eflort to prove
that the City Council can work
together, Vrdolyak lorces last
week retreated, allowing
Washington allies to gain number
two spots on lour panels. But
Washington had already endorsed
lour Independent Democrats lor
seats in Vrdolyak controlled wards
where Hispanics make up onethird to one-hall or the registered
voters. They are Jesus Garcia
<22nd, West s ide) and Juan Velasquez (25) both or whom received
!PAC endorsements, Luis Velasquez (31st, North s ide) a nd Luis
Guiterrez C32nd, North side). Key
ligures In these communities are
saying Vrdolyak's party has not
responded to the Hispa nic need lor
more representation.
Washington plans to announce
this week his endorsement or
Democratic candidate Jerry
Meites lor Lincoln Park's 34rd
Ward. Ald. Martin J . Oberman
(43rd), a Washington ally, is
already backing Meites. But community activist Ann Stephan, Independent Democrat, Is also bidding lor the 43rd Ward seat with
endorsements !rom the IPAC,
State Sen, Dawn Clark Netsch,
Cook County State's Attorney

backed by the mayor. In a survey
or white ethnic groups taken in
those areas by The Chicago
Reporter <Feb. issue), many
res idents thought Was)lington
Richard M. Daley and Illinois At- lavored blacks over whites. Also
torney General Neil Hartigan. the Northwest Neighborhood
Both Oberman and Netsch tried lor Federation is holding Washington
months to get one or the candidates responsible for CHA Interim directo drop out or the race so the tor Erwin A. France's dismissal or
ward's independent votes would an agreement they had with the
not be split, causing a win for CHA. Former director Andrew T.
Vrdolyak loyalist Daniel P . Mooney promised .the Northwest
O'Brien. Oberman is already mitr- residents the CHA would not ined at candidate Barbara Hartke, clude 2652 W. Lamon, 3607 W.
who has alledgedly entered the Roscoe, 3554 W. Barry and 3501 N.
43rd race at O'Brien's request to Major in their proposed scatteredlurther s plit the independent vote.
housing sites.
Washington is also expected to . . IT IS UNLIKELY that
back Robert B. Remer in the 48th Washington will support CJareace
ward agains t the Cook County McClain as Democratic candidate
Democrats' Glen Kaulman. Ald. lor the 16th ward. McClain resignMarion Kennedy Vofini (48th) ed as one or Washington's top aides
delected !rom the mayor's allies alter his convictions lor running a
recently to vote with Ald. Patrick house or prostitution, pimping, and
M. Huels on a deleated attempt to patronizing prostitution were
use special lunds to build a new .publicized. Ald. Wallace Davis
Bridgeport library .
(27th) won his sea t with
The c ity 's Northwest and Washington's support last year,
Southwes t s ides probably will not but he probably should not look for
be receptive to any candidates it this year.

Urban League
Continued from page 1
volunteer to the League's lood pantry progra m ; Earl L. Neal, Chairman or the Board, First Federal or
Chicago; Gwill L. Newman, a
Chicago Urban League board
member and Chairwoman or the
League's Foundation and Corporate Fund Raising Advisory

Committee ; Andrea Redmond,
Chairwoman Computer Training
Center Advisory Council; Joseph
E . Ro s en, retired district
superintendent Chicago Public
School s ystem ; and Lawrence C.
Woods, owner and chief execuUve
or Contract Carpet and InteriorS
Inc.
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EDITORIALS

Look, learn for primary
" What's the difference between ignorance and apathy," the
old line goes.
" I don' t know and I don' t care."
CITIZENS in a democracy can't afford to take that kind of attitude when it comes to choosing their leaders. Students must be
especially knowledgeable and active in the election process; for
it is the leaders they elect who will dec ide their future on issues
ranging from college aid to nuclear weapons.
That election process is underway again . Three weeks
tomorrow - Tuesday, March 20th - is the Illinois primary.
Voters will make their party choices for offices at virtually every
level of goverment- local, state and federal.
It is too late to. urge students to register to vote; the deadline for
registration was Feb. 21. But for students who are registered to
vote, they cannot and should not be ignorant or apathetic about
the primary election. The C hronicle urges all students to begin
deciding now on thei r election choices .
LOOK AT the candidates and how they stand on the issues. If
the candidate is an incumbent running for re-election, examine
his record in office. If he is a cha llenger seeking the same office,
cons ider his credentials and whether they are up to the task.
This week, the Chronicle begins a three-part series on the Illinois primary races. Readers should use the series as a guide and
introduction to the candidates. With this knowledge, students
will care enough to vote and choose the best leaders on Election
Day.

I(

The hopes of oil mankind rest upon us- not simply upon
those of us ·,n th'ts chamber, but upon the peasant in Loos,
the fishermon in Ni9eria, the exile from Cuba, the spirit
that moves ever:~ rnon and notion who shore our hopes for
{reedorn ond the future .''
J. F Kenned~.

Strive hard for counci I
The excuses against it are known but the fact remains: Columbia College needs a student council. Before approaching the
question, though, w e should examine two conflicting Columbia
scenarios.
First, Columbia may well be Illinois' fastest-growing fouryear, independent college or university. Last semester's student
body count ranked us sixth in the state among similar secular
school s, according to an informal survey. Progressive courses in
communications and the arts, and often excellent instruction
now result in elevator races for Columbia students and faculty
heading to packed classes. In response, the administration wisely began renovating an extra elevator and acquired the new
Wabash Street building.
A second scenario, however, reveals a less than progressive
development, as ·exc laimed by newcomers to Columbia: " You
mean you don' t have a student government committee ?"
Unfortunately, it's true. Unlike any other major Chicago colleg - and most high schools - Columbia is barren of such a
contributing student group. So, when a legitimate student beef
arises, some students, frustrated with a busy administration's
response, may sense a communications breakdown. A communications breakdown at a communications school?
The standard refusal s for a student council include: nobody's
interested; we tried it once, but; and, Columbia is a commuter
school.
The last excuse falls flat when consideri ng the studnet council
at Roosevelt University - which is also a commuter school .
Moreover, the first two replies suggest the need for a Columbiaw ide survey on the question. WCRX and CHRONICLE may be
useful in that respect.
The initial form of f ledgling Columbia student council could
be streamlined. Each department chairperson could appoint one
student delegate as ombudsman. With administration help, such
a delegate committee would then begin work on council bylaws
and an early election schedule, perhaps each department electing its own representative .
That done, the council should work to defuse the tension and
misunderstanding apparent between student and instructor, between departments, students and the Columbia administration.
Recent rumblings from the Television Department, and others,
are prime examples of this ongoing problem.
A student council could stimul ate the growth of school clubs,
which, in turn, might help rai se funds through various sales for
new equipment or scholarships. Homemade food sales would
be a delicious change and boosting Columbia's scholarship total
wouldn't hurt, especially in light of Reagan Administration
freezes in funding for education.
A<tv;,..
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the ages of 18 and 21 are always looking
for entertainment during their well·
deserved free time. It is common and im·
portant ior people in this age group to be

with other friends . Yet the problem is
that there are few places for underage
people to gather.
Some try getting into Rush Street area

bars in the hopes of not getting carded.
But they are not always lucky. Yet I have

heard a6ou t "juice bars" which. while
they don't offer alcoholic dnnks. are just
as fun to go to.
I ask you and the Chronicle to tell us
about such place .

Underaged

~---------COMMENTARY--------~

Androgeny? Not this Boy
by Richard Cuasco
Once in a while I take a look at the clothes in the S tore for
Men section of Marshall Field's. I eye the handsome styles of
Calvin Klein, Giorgio Arma~i and other designers. And the n
I come across a pink and yellow designer sweatshirt. Then I
realize there's a whole wall or rack full of brightly colored
shirts and pants. These styles aren't handsome , they're pretty.
"I WO NDER if this isn't in the wrong department," I say
out loud inte ntionally as I look at the pastel sweatshirt . I
thought real men didn't eat quiche - and that they didn't
wear pink and yellow sweatshirts, either . Maybe I'm wrong.
Sexual ambiguity is the tre nd of the 80's. And rogeny. it's
called; where the differe nces between what is masculine and
what is feminine are blurred .
Androgeny is everywhere and in everything, from music
to underwear. Calvin. Klein and Playboy both have men style
boxer shorts for women and selling well. Men a re wearing
softer colors and styles. Women's hairstyles are becoming
more "butch."
THERE'S e ven a word for really androgenous people.
·'Gender benders." Take the three best·known gender
benders; singers Michael Jackson. Boy George and Annie
Lennox (of the Eurythmics). Jackson and George, through
their style and clothing. have made their sexuality a question .
Boy George said it best during a radio interview ..

" 'George' is my first name," he said , "and 'Boy' lets you
know what sex I am."
Annie Lennox' physical beauty combines both feminine
and masculine q ualities. She has an attractive , unsettling air
about her . But the near-cre w cut orange hair and business
suits of Lennox aren't the only signs of androgeny for
women. The new look of fe minine beauty e mphasizes
masculinity in the form of well-developed body muscles arms and legs - some thing only men worried aboul.
Androgeny may be popular with some people, but even
wit h these people. it probably has its limits. Imagine macho
actor Richard Gere in an androgenous movie . Gere could
star in a film called ''An Officer and a Lady, about a man who
can't make up his mind, but can make·up his face rather
well. Or Olivia Newton-John and John T ravoha starring as
lovers who wear each other's clothes, in "Two of the Same

Kind."
STILL, androgeny. to its credit. represents a lifestyle
which is free of traditional restrictions and definitions. It
allows a person to do things and express feelings that society
normally prevents them fro m doing or having. So long as it
tsn't treated as just another trend - like disco - androgeny
allows a person to be an individual. But also. and rogeny isn't
the only way to express one's individuality. People were in·
dependent of society before androgeny, and they will be in·
dependent after adrogeny. should it become a passing trend .
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Second City casts off images
Club promises laughs, not fame
by Phil Arvia
Assembled In a small room
backstage at The Second City, the
cast of "Orwell That Ends Well"
doesn't really resemble the group
of zan ies one might expect to be
performing in the current revue of
Chicago's most famous comedy
club.
Once they start talking though ,
Bill Applebaum, Dan Castellaneta,
Jim Fay, Maureen Kelly, Harry
Murphy and Janice St. John quickly betray their calm, a lmost prepPY appearance to reveal the manic
personalities befitting students in
"the Harvard Law School of Comedy."
"Orwell. .. ," Second City's 65th
production, has been playing for
some five months now. Bill Applebaum, the cast's tall, dark and
handsome member admitted, "Second City isn't necessarily a stepping stone to greatness.''
Harry Murphy, who's roles in the
show range from Ed Vrdolyak to
God, quickly added, "But when
everything comes together, it's
great."
In "Orwell ... " everything comes
together very nicely . The show's 20
sketches run the gamut of Second
City's strong points. The cast
moves with ease from physical

comedy to intellectual humor to
farce.
Highlights of the revue include
" The Raoul Bamberger Show,"
featuring Jim Fay as an incredibly
offensive talk show hos t ; a parody
of the Pirates of Penzance based
on the city council wars; and a
hilarious bit called "Margaret
Thatcher at Home ." Also feeling
the sting of Second City's satirical
dart are CTA bus drivers,
classified ad lonely-hearts, and
Cardinal Bernadin, among others.
The rigors of eight shows a week
(Tuesday through Thursday, and
Sunday at 9 p.m . F'riday and Saturday at8:30 and 11 a.m .. hasn't outwardly dampened the show 's
energetic, fast-paced hi larity . but
the cast really comes to life Tuesday through Thursday a nd Sunday
all at 11 p.m . during the famed improvisations. "Arter doing a show
for s ix months or whatever ." said
Maureen Kelly, " the improvisa·
lion is more fun."

"Yeah, kind or like getting your
skin peeled back after you've been
burned in a fire," said Jim Fay,
who plays Mayor Washington and
Cardinal Bernadin in two of the
show' s 20 sketches.
There are no complaints about
Second City's hectic schedule, in

fact, most of the cast does other ac·
ling work whenever possible. " I
study," said Kelly, "Second City is
a good teacher, it helps my
disCipline. But you don't make lots
of money."
The cast played down the
significance of Second City's ultrarich comic tradition, saying that
relatively few of the troupe's alumni have garnered real fame as
comedians. "There Is no one key to
success," said Murphy, "Second
City is certainly no guarantee."
Bill Surray and the late John
Belushi are just a couple or Second
City's alumni who have gone on to
bigger and better things in
Hollywood.
Dan Castellaneta, a bug-eyed
comic who somehow evokes images of Marty Feldman on cocaine
added, "Besides, there are alumni
who aren't famous , that are doing
important things . Produce rs,
directors. writers. they've a ll
come from here ."
As for this edition of The Second
City, the individual cast members'
aspirations are as varied as their
talented comedic styles. The only
consensu s reached was a
"whatever comes along" attitude.
"Make lots of money, " said Kelly,
voicing the overriding sentiment.

Orwe/1/s /1984/
Imagine yourself living in an infinitely "negative utopia" where
the ideological slogan boasts " War
Is Peace, Freedom Is Slavery, Ignorance Is Strength." George
Orwell's eerie 1984 lures you into
this perfect-imperfect world from
its first to its last words.
In 1984, we follow Winston
throughout his struggle to escape
the dictating shadow that Big
Brother has cast on his life.
Winston longs to be like London's
"proles", who Big Brother says
are not human. Proles laugh, sing,
make love and have a lot of
children; they commit crimes, like
thinking for themselves and questioning Big Brother.
YET AS a member of the Outer
Party, Winston is a journalist who
alters history in Big Brother's
favor by changing stories already
published in the London Times. He
writes his articles in Newspeak, a
special vocabulary of doubletalk
designed to stifle one's thinking.
Endlessly, Big Brother watches
and listens to Winston through
huge telescreens on the walls of his

office and his home, just as all party members are scrutinized. The
telescreens can never be turned
off. Any emotional outbreaks
displayed are considered acts
leading to Crimethink; only during
the Two Minutes Hate are party
members encouraged to show
open, violent contempt for Gold·
stein, who preaches about human
rights and freedoms over the
telescreen. If Wins ton did not
spend his spare time furthering
Big Brother's cause, he was
suspected of Crimethink.
Fed up with Big Brother,
Winston retreats often to a hideout
he discovered above a prole's a nti·
que shop. He falls In love with
Julia, also of the Outer Party. They
s teal time for rendezvous at the
hideaway to share their passionate
love ; to Big Brother this is a sexcrime. Winston and Julia seek out
Goldstein's brotherhood to try and
undermine Big Brother, but they
are entrapped.
Orwell wrote this classic while
he was slowly dying In a London
hospital In 1948. Orwell's descriptive warning or a future world of
totalitarianism is written from his
observations or racism, Nazism,
and Communism before and durIng WWII. The most startling
message or 11184 Is concealed In a
warning a Thought Policeman
gives Winston while he Is Imprisoned:
"DO NOT Imagine that you will
save yourself ...however completely you surrender from
us ... Whatever happens to you here
Is forever ... Never again will you be
able of human ordina ry feel·
lng ... capable of love, or friendship
or joy of living, or laughter, or
curios ity , or courage or lntegrlty ... We sha ll squeeze you empty
and then fill you with ourselves."
~:;Q-;-;~;:;:;:::::::;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:
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Bill Applebaum, when asked
where he was going after Second

City, replied with convictlon, "I'm
going to the bar."

Calendar

cautions humanity
by Pame la Dean

./

Actors Maureen Kelly and Harry Murphy relax In a dressing room
after another performance of Second City's "Orwell That Ends WeJI".
Photo by Rob Perea
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Both Wayne Tukes and Bob
Padgen have created workshops
h e lping students with life
cha nges . Padgen has two
workshops; Stress-identifying
physical things occuring to us ;
and Time Management budgeting your ..time with a
guideline and identifying with
your values.
Wayne Tukes would like to
establish and Academic Advising
column and teach Ills four
workshops. One will be March 7,
Dynamics of Communication
11:30· 1 p.m . in tlie library.
AEMMP

AEMMP and the Chicago
Recording Academy wUI cosponsor .a seminar titled "Music
VIdeo: Who N\!t!(ls It... " The
seminar will be held Monday,
March 12 from 7-10 p.m. in the
Great Hall of ·the Am\lrican Congress Hotel. Admission is $5.00
for the J?Ublic, $1.00 for Columbia
students and free to Chic;ago
Recording Academy members.

Morry Roth will moderate and
panelists include Dennis
DeYoung. a member of Styx;
John Gehron, vice president and
general manager of WLSAM/FM.;. Yaa Venson, producer
of " Rock on Chicago" and others.
BROADCASTING IN BRITAIN
A round trip from Chicago to
Britain will be $895.00 per person
from Tuesday, July 24 to Wednes.
day, August 1. Visits will be to
London. Scotland, Edinburgh,
England, and Wales. The deposit
of SIOO has been extended to
March 16. 17 confirmed reservations and deposits as of Feb. Z7.
Those not having money on
March 16, but wUI have deposits
before May 1 should contact
Chuck Rowell, 663-1600 ext 414 for
more informatlon.
FINANCIAL AID
Financial aid applicatlons for
the 1984-85 school year are
available. Apply rlow as next
year's funds are limited. Free applications for Federal Student.

Assistance will . be used.
eliminating the F .A.F charges 0(
$7.00.
LIBRARY
Students must have their WI"
rent yellow lD In order to check
~t or use any library materialS.
No food, beveraies or smokl_ng II
allowed in the library. Library
fines for gen.eral, F·Pb·A,
AEMMP books wiU ~ 10 cents
per day and reserve .books 2&
cents per day bot!l
$3.00; and

i!;JO

sa.oo processing 'lee JloOk oace

bUIIng Is sent. HOIIJ'II MondayThursday 8 am-8 pm; Friday 8
arn-8 pm and Saturday. 9 am-i
pm.
WEISMAN SCHOLARSHIP
DEADLINE
· Applications for. tbe Albert P.
Weisman scholai'Shlp hmd are
due by March 30. Filii Ume Col,
umbia College students will be
awarded grants of .Up to Sll50. Applications are avauable fraD tile
Public Relations O(flce. at S.
Michigan. Room 600 or In 'ne.
R.o&enblum's Office, Room fi11.

Oyster lover's feast
by Suzanne Dowtin
Are you tlred of hash browns at
the Harrison and the Pub's plastic
pizza? Maybe your palate needs a
change of scenery. For some really
good seafood and a soothing atmosphere, try the Oyster Bar, 409
S. Dearborn St.
The Oyster Bar is a small,
upgraded cafe that specializes In
seafood. As you walk through the
door, you are met by the host and
the appetizing aroma of tht: day's
catch. The restaurant Is dimly lit
while soft jazz music plays, giving
It a New Orleans atmosphere.
BANKERS and other Dearborn
St. business people frequent the
restaurant. Their muted blue and
brown s uits b lend Into the
restaurant's blue and brown color
scheme. The Oyster Bar Is not the
typical Columbia College hangout
like Dlmltrols or the Americana's

Sweet and Simple. It Is a lso not like
Red Lobster with fish net, plas tic
crustaceans and portraits of Captain Ahab adorning the wall.
The service Is good and the staff
Is very friendly. This place has
class but you pay for lt. It Is not the
type of restaurant where someone
can eat cheaply. Sandwiches and
salads cost S4 to $7, a nd the seafood
specialties are about $12. It Is a
nice change and It's nearby.
Some main entrees' the Oyster
~1\r.so~ves arc fried shrimp, grlll-

ed swordfish, seafood salad and
llngulne and clam sauce. The
seafood salad, which costs $6.95 Is
good. It consists of shrimp,
scallops, crabmeat, tomatoes and
black olives on a bed of lettuce.
l'here Is a choice or salad dressIngs; Thousand Island, Creamy
Garlic, Bleu Cheese or tbe hou8e
dressing, Sweet and Sour Tarragon. This Is very good and It does
not cover up the flavor of the
seafood. The Oyster Bar abo
serves hamburgers and sandwiches. For the true oyster fanaUc,
the Oyster Bar offers Oyster Hour
five p.m . to seven p.m ., which consists of three oysters on tbe half
shell for $1 with any drink purchase. If you feel like celebratlftl,
champagne Is $1.50 per glass.
THE Oyster Bar is open for
lunch and dinner Monday tlu'ouCb
Friday II ::10 n.m. to 8:30p.m ., •
1~17 .
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Who is your Congressman?
Michael Dukes SrI
Broadcast-journal ism

by Robb Perea

M ichelle Gimse
Soph/ Graphic Design

Gus Savage.

Holly Campbell
Jr/Radio
I have no idea who he is.

Mike King
Fr/ Advert ising
Gus Savage, but
vote for him again.

Rob Porazinski
Soph/ lllustration
won' t

I don' t Know, and I don't
Care.

C l assif i eds ~
FOR SALE : FUJICA AX3 35mm
CAMERA CASE AND VIVITAR
FLASH . $125. EXCELLENT
CONDITION. CALL JANET AT
544-6683.
1975 CHEVY NOVA FOR SALE.
2-DOOR-NO RADIO-GOOD RUNNER, BEATS WALKING SOME
RUST. BARGAIN AT $500-BEST
OFFER . DAVIDm-4813.
PHOTOGRAPHY STUDENTS:
NEED MAT BOARD CUT?
DON 'T WAIT UNTIL THE END
OF THE SEMESTER. ASK FOR
PAUL IN THE GALLERY.
REWARD FREE . SPRING
BREAK TO DAYTONA AND
COMMISSION MONEY .
WANTED ORGANIZED GROUP
OR INDIVIDUAL TO PROMOTE
No. 1. SPRING BREAK TO
DAYTONA. IF INTERESTED
IN REWARD, CONTACT BEKY
HANSEN AT (414 ) 781-G455 or

WRITE DESIGNER TRAVEL
N48 W. 13334 W. HAMPTON.
MEN 0 M 0 NEE FALLS .
WISCONSIN 53051.
ALFRED E. NEWMAN.
I'D STILL LIKE TO KNOW WHO
YOU ARE . DROP ME A
CLASSFIED.
CAROLYN R. HAMILTON
HEY BARRY! SOUNDING
GOOD. BEEN LISTENIN' TO
"THE BARRY BUTLER SHOW"
MONDAYS AND TUESDAYS
FROM 4-7 KEEP UP THE GOOD
WORK.
· HYENA AND PEANUTS
WANTED : FREE
TYPEWRITERS FOR THE
JOURNALISM DEPARTMENT.
HAPPY BELATED BIRTHDAY
TO THE MARCH 2 BUNCH : LINDA B. , KEVIN W., AND RUTH L .
RONA II

Games
Galore

*SANDWIOfES
SUBMMINE
* RESH *APPl.ES
T1tFfY
POfiCXlRN

* ICE
CREAM

112 Block South otf Congreu 539 s. 'M8ASH

A high scbool joumallsm advisor completes registration for the first
ever high school journalism seminar. (Photo by Robb Perea.>
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by Jolene Jones
They've sold 20 million records In 8 years. They're being
treated as Gods by millions of
teenyboppers. They're being
hailed as Puerto Rico's answer
to the BEATLES.
They'r e MENUDO and almost all of Chicago's teenyboppers were out in force at
O'Hare Airport recently to weicome the group for a concert
appearance.
And yes, the teenyboppers
were doing what teenyboppers
do best - scream, cry, faint
and bop up and down.
Let's face it, Menudo is not
the Beaties, not by a long shot.
But because of this group's
over-zealous tans <to be kind )
comparison is inevitable. In-

stead of Beatiemania it's now
called Menudomania.
II that's true, I'd just like to
know which one is Paul?
Moving to a disgusting sub
ject, how about that sad excuse
for a mini-series - ABC' ~
"Lace?"
PHOEBE CATES, who por·
trayed the main character Lili ,
was reason enough to make me
pull the plug from my TV set.
The story, as you may or may
not have seen, r evol ved around
Lili, a porn star, who was trying
to find out who her mom is. (II I
had a kid like her, I'd hide it
too. )
Cates was stiff, dull and unconvincing in this sheer sleazy
waste of film.
How she got the !!tie role i s

even a bigger mystery. Sbe is
cute, I 'll give you that. But
- someone should take the
marbles out of her mouth and
give her a gift certificate to acting school. Phoebe dear, come
back in 10 years ...by then
maybe we wlll have gotten rid
of the bad taste of"Lace ...
My condolences to director
STEVEN SPIELBERG, Cates
is slated to a11pear in his new
film " Gremlins."
The one bright spot in " Lace"
wa s actress BESS ARMSTRONG. Her good performance saved " Lace" from blowing up in ABC's pocketbook. But
why would a good actress such
as Armstrong or the stunning
ANGELA LANSBURY be involved in such a sleaze ball production?
The real clincher was comparing it to " The Thorn Birds. "
That in itself should make dashing " Thorn Birds " star
RICHARD CHAMBERLAIN,
hang up his samuri sword,
dump his priest's collar and
retire from television for good.
Ex-doctor Noah Drake from
ABC's soap " General Hospital," RICK SPRINGFIELD,
will release his first theatrical
film , "Hard to Hold" in
April ... the rumor is that this
film is hot...hot.
STACY " Mike Hammer"

Monday OS March 1984
KEACH, and STEFANIE "Hart
To Hart" POWERS are scheduled to appear in author
JUDITII KRANTZ's novel " The
Minstral's Daughter. "
CLARA PELLER, a Chicagoan who's made it big by saying
" Where's the beef?" in those irritating WENDY commercials,
makes me wonder, " Where did
they get her from? "
Bravo to actress LAUREN
BACALL. She may not be the
latest rage, but she was absolutely marvelous in "Woman of
the Year." For all of you who
missed the musical at Arie
Crown theater the last two
weeks, shame on you.
Miss Bacall was brilliant, wit-

A bizarre side of New Wave
by Janet Bry
" Liquid Sky," a film that looks
at a New York punk/ New Wave
culture, has some critics predicting it will become a cult classic as
" Rocky Horror Picture Show" did
a few year s ago. It de!initeiy has
most of the requirements: bizarre
characters wear i ng bizarre costumes and makeup in a bizarre setling. However " Liquid Sky," playing at the Biograph Theatre, although funny in spots, lacks the
essence of being a tun movie. It
doesn't have the elements " Rocky
Horror" did that allowed the audience to get involved.
A dinner plate-size spaceship
lands on the rooftop Manhattan
apartment of Margaret, a punk
fashion model and her drug dealing roommate, Adrian. The alien is
not searching tor earthlings but it's
not on an observing mission either.
THE ALIEN has come to earth
searching tor heroin and it !inds an
abundance in Margaret's apartment. But it soon !inds something
better: an almost identical substance produced in the brain at the

moment of orgasm .
Director Siava Tsukerman has
produced a flashy, colorful, campy
look at the punk/ new-wave culture, but it is not an altogether
positive look.
" Liquid Sky" uses a tot or slick
images and dialogues to tell its
story, but in some places looks
more like an acid film from the
60's. Especially the undulating color images of the alien blob's vision
of its human surroundings.
WHAT " Liquid Sky " lacks in
some of its visual presentations it
makes up for with its actors.
Anne Carlisle gives the films'
best performance in an intriguing
dual role as Margaret and as Jimmy, al so a punk fashion model.
Carlisle's Margaret is a beautifully cool , spacey-eyed girl from
Connecticut who has veered far
from her traditional upbringing.
She is a passive participant in the
strange life that surrounds her and
seems to be just wandering
through her life, not really a part or
it.
IN ONE scene with Owen, her

acting coach and lover, Margaret
questions her charade. Owen tells
Margaret that her costumes are
just her participation in a phony
theatre. Margaret responds, "Are
your j eans and shirt not also a
costume? We at least know we're
in costume."
Carlisl e also successfully plays

'But in some places
'Liquid Sky' looks more
like an acid film from
the 60's.'
Jimmy, an androgynous self-destructive model whose basic concern is his next cocaine high.
Adrian is played by Paula E .
Sheppard, who's a very disturbing
and unpleasant character. With
her psychotic personality even the
film's few scenes dealing with
everyday activities like a lunch

ty and - delightful as star
reporter Tess Harding trying to
successfully combine a career
and a marriage. Equally superb
was co-star HARRY GUARDINO with bls natural charm as
cartoonist husband Sam Craig.
What a wonderful two hours
to spend, especially since the
overly-crowded AUTO SHOW
was running wild a few steps
away.
The lyrics and music left such
an impression that I actually
came out of the theater humming and feeling especially
peppy. I didn't even cringe at
the thought of waiting for hours
while trying to get out of the
mishandled parking lot.
Talking with Miss Bacall
after the show, confirmed my
beliefs that she is indeed one
classy lady. They don't make
stars like Miss Bacall nowadays. She is definitely a true
movie star, in every sense of the
phrase.
IN HURRAY FOR HOLLYWOOD-the OSCAR nominations
· are out at last, and to tell the
truth, were any of us surprised... realiy? Well, that's not exactly true. I bet BARBRA STREISAND was surprised. She's probably asking herself, "Where
did I go wrong?" Don't pout,
BABS, there's always next
year .

I

1, } '

date become absurd, but with often
But poor Margaret, at first she
funny results.
can't understand why her lovers
"LIQUID SKY" has several sub- end up dead .with crystal spikes in
plots and characters that are suctheir brains. She thinks the
cessfully woven in with Margaret crystals must be coming from the
sky and starts r eferring to whatand friends.
Johann <Otto Von Wernherr) is ever is sending the crystals as " Inthe German scientist who reveals dian."
.
MARGARET does not underthat the alien is seeking ener gy
stand that she can use her new
replenishment which it gets when
" power" to lash out at her decahumans shoot up heroin or from
dent world and break out of her
the chemicals released in the brain
passive participation in it. She now
during orgasm.
THE ALIEN has found the best
has a wa f to punish everyone who
has take1. advantage of her.
of both worlds in Margaret's apartment but likes the brain-released · If " Liquid Sky" 5eems like
chemical s better.
nothing you've seen on film before
it probably is. But by focusing on
Johann locates the alien and
searches for a place to observe it.
the outrageousness of ·Margaret's
He meets Syl via whose apartment
world, Tsukerman 'makes fun of it
overlooks Margaret's rooftop and
ail while at the same time making
who also coincidentally is Jimmy's
you wonder, "Can these people exist or is it all just really a costumed
wacky middle-aged mother. Johann sets up his- telescope and
charade? "
wants to settle down for observaIt isn't the sex, drugs and decation but Sylvia has more amorous
dence that Tsukennan uses as a
intentions. The scenes that follow
mirror of the New Wave culture, it
i s the self-destructive, sellprovide some comic relief at a
time when the plot gets really
centered nature of the " Liquid
crazy.
Sky" charact~rs .

AKA offers visual adventures
by David Moll
After video music made its niche
in the television industry. it took
uniy a short time for this visual
phenomenon to descend upon the
country 's nightclubs.
These nightclubs. or dance
duhs. as they are now ca lled. are
picking up on this spectacular concept and breaking new ground in
the cluh market.
A LOCAL club which boasts
" New Adventures in Sound :md ViSIOn," is AK A. located at G2!i!J N .
Hruadwa y.
" We usc slick. visuo.tl imHgcs in

uur vidcu J>rcscntalions. " said ,Jcrr
Mintz, director ur vut>licity and
promotion!'S for AKA. "We combint;
rock vi d e o , co.tr toun s an d
cumputcr- ~cncratcd

g1ve our c..tUdJencc

artwork
<.1

tu

cons1stenl

level bl vldt">K and rnuKic ."
The multi mcdlu harraJ!c •·un
KIK!K ''' twb IO·Ioot scrccnK with
live adjoining sm:ollcr ll<'rccnK und
l1vc 2."rlnch munltorR. AKA all!<>
HporiK thr1:c dirlcrcnt hMH und u
Apal'iouK dunce fluor. The l'rl>wd iK

"clean cut" and usually between
the ages of 20-24. A video · jockey
has run control over the music and
videos. There is a $2 cover charge
ori Friday and Saturday and parking is free.
" I DON'T believe too many
dance clubs have as many large
screens as we do," said Mintz.
"And I think AKA has a situation
where videos can he seen as a side
attraction. while people are also
ahle to dance to good music in an
exciting atmosphere.' '
Although Mintz reels that music
videus arc a large marketing item.
he says that video music is :on
entertainment facet that has come
1nto vogue. cspeda li y since
Chlcc.tgo has no cahlc TV .

" Mus1c videos arc the next best
th mg tu l ive music, sometimes
<·vcn i>cttcr . h<!cuusc of the
cre:olivlty Invol ved . They'r e like
watching mini movies and they' re
cnjuyahlc."
HAVING a live hand pcrfo1·m at.
il danl'C <'iuh iK nut HUI'l'CHSfUI ail
the time. uccurdlnJ! tu Mintz. lie

reels that you take chances with a
live group because people may not
like the group. and therefore. will
not come to your club. but with
videos there is always something
that somebody likes.
Mintz believes that a video dance
club has its advantages over a
nightclub that features live performers.
"From a business standpoint.
video d ubs are easier to run <ond
arc cheaper . They also enable the
viewer to interpret the videos in
thelr own ways . I think people enj oy seeing bands perform in relation to the lyrics or a song."
AKA takes pride in their video
dips. They use what Mintz culls
"ambient video." This technique
combines the music or a recording
urtlst with cartoons, misceiiuneous
rllm clips, and different visual artform s. Another video technique
uses Imagery cut to song, und Includes a cmnblnutlon or special effects.
" In this technique, we luke video
rootage l'~o~ old n~ovl cs, sung clips

and other sourc es that all
relate to a certain topic. If the
theme or a song deals with dancing. we incorporate different shots
or people dancing from our sources
on the video screens while the song
is play ing.' It gives songs a new and

'Music videos are the
next best thing to live
music, sometimes even .
better_ '
unique twist as compared to
regular videos."
Promotions are a big part or
AKA. In the past. the club has held
a Bcatles bash and a Duran Duran
special while giving away records.
T-shirts, posters and buttons. AKA
has also hosted vurious record
label specials with labels such as
Motown und I.R.S. and have
rcutured premiere concert videos.
" BY HOSTING these specials,
we have II'! _opP<?r_tunit.Y to show

progr amming you might not get
anywhere el se,'· Mintz said.
In the works for e<!rly April at
AKA is a Columbia College Night
in which an hour's worth or college
produced videos from faculty and
students will be shown. The videos
will consist or visual montages or
individual w<•rk mixed with music
contr ibuted by local musicians.
"Dan Dinello. a faculty member
at Columbia. is working with me on
this special. " Mintz said. " As a
matter or fact . Dan has even produced some or the videos which
will be shown .
"IN ADDITION to hosting col lege nights. we are having a
Polyg r am night and we ' re
premiering a compilation reel of
the English show, " Ready, Steady.
Go." which features British invasion bunds. In June. we're having a
benefit for the Center for New
Television so that independent
video makers huvc an outlet for
their skills. And. as always, we'll
continue to bring Chicogol and new
_advel!tures in ~OUJld and vision."
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/Footloose/: Small town teen beat
by Ci!rla Spann
"Footloose" tells the story of
Ren MacCormack I Kevin Bacon l
a stylish high-schooler who, with
his mother. moves from Chicago to
Bomont, a small town in Utah.
Ren and his mother move in with
her Bomont relatives after his
father deserts them, leaving' them
in bad shape financially and emotionally. This is never fully explained in the film. The pair has
been plunked down in Bomont with
explanations so brief that they can
easily be missed.
Bomont is under the influence of
Rev. Shaw Moore !John Lithgow>
a local minister who has succeeded
in banning certain books, all rock
music, and public dancing- things
which Ren took for granted in
Chicago. As a result. the town's
teens are out of touch with the
latest music and performers.
When Ren asks his friend, Willard
1Chris Penn > if he's heard of Menat-Work, he replies, " Where do
they work?"
Ren immediately finds himsell

in conflict with the community. involved with Ariel !Lori Singer>.
the minister's daughter. and about
to be shreded by Ariel's bullying
boyfriend. Chuck (Jim Youngs>.

"Chicken" scene which features
Ariel standing upright. balanced
between a speeding car and a
speeding pi c kup . is not
believable- but it is fun to watch .
The plot is thin. and there are
gaps in the storyline that make
some scenes implausible. But for
each ridiculous mom ent. the film
offers someth ing twice as good to
make up for it. The dance scenes
are excellent.

Eventually. Ren mobilizes Bomont's youth to confront the town's
narrow-mindedness. In doing so.
he forces Rev. Moore to reexamine his relationships with his
daug/lter. his congregation. and
his wife of 20 years. Vi 1Dianne
Wiest>.
The film ends with a dance scene
straight orr or MTV.
Comparisons to "Fiashdance"
are inevitable. despite disclaimers
from Paramount Pictures
representatives. After all. Paramount released both films, and
each has dance as its central
theme. Both lead cha racter s live to
dance. Both work in factories. Both
dance without sanction in barroom
situations. Both have to convince
conservative. all-adult organizations to approve or their dancing.
And the similarity of the titles is
obvious. " Footloose" has been

Standout songs include "Let's
Hear It for the Boy. " sung by
Denieee William s. "Holding Out
for a Hero." sung by Bonnie Tyler.
"Dancing in the Sheets." performed by Shalamar. and the title track
by Kenny Loggins. Parts of Quiet
Riot's "Bang Your Head" 1Metal
Health 1 and John Cougar Mellencamp's " Hurts So Good" are also
included.

rightly ca lled "the male
'Fiashdance."'
" Footloose" is pure entertainment. Except for one fist fight and

a near-miss "Chicken" scene. it's
reasonably realistic. Some of these
kids have their vices, even if rock
mu sic isn't allowed. Th e

This film does not take itself
seriously. The audience shouldn't
either. Just "kick off you Sunday
shoes." and enjoy as the kids who
danced their way out of the theater
rtid.

Enjoy dance with subscription
by Tamara Spero

students will still acquire the stu·
der;1t discount, Bentley explains.
Dance fans who have suffered
the frustration or being turned
away from a performance they
really wanted to see due to a sold
out performance. should know that
the subscription series will solve
that problem, Bentley said. The
Dance Center cons id er s its
subscribers "very important people." With a subscription voucher
all will be assured reserved seats.
" THE SPRING 1984 subscription
BENTLEY notes that subscrip·
series currently offered by the
Center, is the best way for students lion scats will not always be the
same.
It is not like having box
to experience the top rate perseats at the opera. However ,
formances now in rehearsal by
subscriber s w ill have priority over
su~h - da!!ce troupes as the David
the best seats in the house. This
Gordon/ Pick Up Company,"
means that you will not be stuck in
Bentley said.
a corner where you can only see
Columbia College stu dents half the stage. and must stra in
receive special reduced rates. The your neck to catch what the dancer
series offers a $9 discount for the in the green tights is doing. "You
six performance voucher, and a will have the best the house has to
$4.50 discount for the three per- offer." Bentley said.
formance voucher. The voucher is
The subscription series started
more flexible thl\n buying 'a fixed _ three years ago. The Dance Center
set or tickets for specific shows. It considers it "the most flexible, incan provide admittance to six dif- expensive entertainment bargain
ferent shows for the student. or in town." As the new general
Columbia's young schol ars can manager. Bentley plans to expand
invite their parents and three the series. He hopes to add perfriends to one show and use up the formances from a broader range of
voucher in one shot. However. non- dance companies than the Center
The Columbia College Dance
Center is celebrating its lOth anniversary performance season this
spring. I n preparation, the Dance
Center starr is pulling together
plans to present the sensational
performances that have marked
the Dance Center's history. as well
as new choreographies highlighting its future.

has scheduled before.
Non-dance majors who have not
learned about the Dance Center
can now examine how it came to be
created . Stories of what happened
when Columbia 's President Mike
Atexandroff hired Shirl ey Mordine
to supplement the school's theatre
program are of interest again.

Police raid city
by Dennis Anderson

/
'

,_
"Apertures and Vistas" Photo

courtesy of Mordlne &Co.

ARTISTS RESTAURANT
412 5. Michigan
939-7855

Souvlaki
Greek Shish-Ke-Bob
Served on Pita Bread, Fries,
Greek Cheese, Olives, and Tomato.

$ 350

This. and advance notice of al l the Even though his professional
Dance Centers events will be background is in ballet. Bentley
mailed to you when you subscribe. emphasises that it is important for
"The DC NEWS. the Center's all Columbia students to be aware
newsletter, as well as special an- of the Center's activities. which
nouncements. are sent to everyone revolve around modern dance.
Anyone i nterested in investing in
on the VIP mailing list." Bentley
said.
the tenth anniversary perfor man
ce season through t he
JEFFERY Bentley was most
recently managing director of the subscription series can order
North Light Repertory Company vouchers by calling 271 -7804.
before he came into his position as Vouchers must be purchased
general manager at Columbia's before March 15. Cheek or money
Dance Center December 1. 1983. orders will be welcomed.

If a band was to set goals, one of
them would be what the Police did
to a sold-out Rosemont Horizon
Feb.l9.
Every tune turned into a m ass
sing-along that would make a Baptist minister proud. As the hits
poured out of the trio's instruments, it almost became a war of
who could shout louder. In the end,
both the Police and the exuberant
crowd won.
THE POLICE played all but two
of their songs orr of their awardwinning, and latest, "Synchronicity" album. Though this didn't
seem to please their " Outlandos
D'Amour" era fans, it eertainly
pleased their new gum-chewing
fans. This only reflects Sting's, the
Police's main song-writer, genius
with catchy tunes and lyrics that
CIOOjl the Top-40 radio stations
across the country.
The Police added a bluesy touch
to their music with a femal e trio
accompanying Sting's never-mellow vocals. Drummer Stewart
Copeland, guitarist Andy Summers and bassist Sting produced
more sound than thought possible
by three musicians.
Few or the songs allowed the audience to take their seats except
Cor their lesser-known "Walking in
Your Footsteps," "0 My God" and
" Tea in the Sahara." But only
" Sahara" had the tendency to
bore.
THE POLICE played some or
their oldies to compliment their

" Synchronicity" sound. " Don't
Stand So Close to Me," " De Do Do
Do, De Da Da Da," "Message in a
Bottle" and "Roxanne" all met
with approval from the post
"Ghost in the Machine" crowd.
The Police have reached the
coveted level of greatness, with
album sales only surpassed by
Michael Jackson in 1983. Following
their tour, the Police are planning
a live album 1a rare sight since the
r ash that came out in the mid and
late 70's>. Then they will take the
rest or the year orr as a band and
work on private endeavors .
Rumors of a split have surfaced
but have been quietly put to sl eep1
by members or the super group.
Sting plans to nurse a budding
acting career. He will be appearing in the movie "Dune" due o~t
later in the year . Copeland Will
work on solo errorts as well as promote his new film he produced on
Punks in urban England, "So
What." Summers, after a wellreceived book of his photographs
entitled " Throb," plans to compile
another collection of produced
negatives.
OPENING for the Police was
ReFlex, a band from London that
held the crowd's interest and kept
their feet tapping. Their song "The
Politics or Dancing" has hit the
airwaves or late. But this semiNew Wave quartet fell short, not
only in material, but sound. They
were accompanied by a keyboardis! who seemed lazy, and most of
his sound was taped.

·.
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Birds will rule roost in east
by D ennis Anderson
The American League East . with
the exception or Balti more and
Toronto. seem to have forgotten
that pitching w ins.
Baltimore won the A.L . pennant
with a strong pitching starr and a
balanced orrense. The Oriol es are
favored to r epeal . but they will
have to right off Toronto and

by Ron Wo jtecki
For Hay M eyer. the opera will be
over and the fat lady will sing.
After 42 y ear s of coaching DePaul
Basketball. Meyer 's career will
come to an end Saturday against
M arquette. the last regular season
game for the Blue Demons.
Not since Adolph Rupp and John
Wooden has ther e been a coach
that has dedicated his life to
basketball as Meyer has. K entucky
and UCL A have won many basketball cham pionships. but M eyer has
yel l o come up w ith the br ass ring.
He has accomp lished many things·
at DePaul that haven' t been done
in the past.
For example. during the past six
seasons. Meyer has won 20 games
or m ore and has a total or over 700
career \li.ins. He also put the Blue
Demons on the recruit ing map
wi th other powe rhouse schools
<Nor th Caroli na. K entucky .
Georgetown. L ouisville. etc .. etc.>.
It was l ast yea r around this ti me
that DePaul recr uited an All American high school basketball
player who wanted to play for
Meyer and decided not to stay at
home.
DAL L AS C o m egy s of
Philadelphia was being recruited
to play fur the hometown schools.
LaSalle. Temple and V illanova
wer e all in pursuit or Com egys. But
the freshman forward decided to
fulfi ll his ultim ate dr ea m and play
fur Meyer .
M eyer ha s tou c h ed m an y
pl aye r s w ith h is c oac h i n g
philosophy since being at DePaul.
He has always treated the player
as a person and ma intains a strong
commitment or helping an athlete
get his degree.
The person who wi ll l ake over for
Meyer next season will be his son.
Assistant Coach Joey Meyer . Joey

Detroit. Milwaukee. New York and
Boston have outside chances.
Cleveland will be cellar dwellers
again.
1. BALTIMORE. Like Earl
Weaver before him. Joe Altobelli
lives by the platoon system . This is
an advantage few teams have. All
25 men see action each week. When
injuries strike. a replacement is in
the wings. MVP Cal Ripken Jr.

will not only have key players
returning. but will have the
pressures or following a legend his father. It was about thr ee years
ago when Joey was sought as the
new head basketball coach at
Oklahoma. but he turned it down.
THERE wi ll be memories or
Meyer 's career that will never be
forgotten. Remember in 1979 when
DePaul m ade the Final Four by
beating UCLA 95-91? It was the
first time for the Blue Demons and
Meyer to reach the NCAA basketball championship semi -finals.
Hi s greatest per sonal achievement ca me in April 1979. when he
was inducted in the Naismith Hall
or Fame in Spring field. M ass.
Mey er has also been a champion
when it comes to charities. He has
supported and donated his l i me to
many charitable or ga nizations in
Chicago.
BEFORE the start of the 1983-84
season. Meyer sa id that his team
would be better than l ast year
b eca u se or t e am d e f en se .
quick ness. and the bench would
have some depth. But when tournament lime comes around. Meyer
and the Blue Demons will have to
get that monkey orr their backs by
wi nning that first gam e. Hopefully
the past wi II not haunt them this
time.
Can histor y repeat itself'' In 1977
Marquette coach AI M cGuire stunned the basketball world by winning the NCAA basketball championship in his l ast season. It wou ld
be a great ending to a 42-year
career if it happened.
Sure. there w ill be tears shed at
Satur day' s gam e and a lot or
memories will be rekindled among
the fans. M ey er has won the hearts
or many fans in thi s city and
around the country . including
mine.
RAY . good l uck and go for it.

<.318 average. 27 homers and 102
RBil and Eddie Murray ( .306, 33,
111 l again will lead the Bird's offense. A strong pitch ing starr. only
surpassed by the Chicago While
Sox. led by Scott McGregor ( 18
wins, 7 losses l , Mike Boddiker
(16-8). · Storm David <13-7) and
Mike Flanagan (12-4 l can win
close to 20 games each. Tippy Martinez and Sammy Stewart are
strong out of the bullpen.

2. DETROIT. The Tigers finally
spent some money. The signings of
free-agents Mill Wilcox, Doug Bair
and Darrell Evans should make
them strong contenders. Evans
<.277, 30. 82 l will add needed power
at first base that Enos Cabell
lacked. Detroit has the strongest
middle in baseball with catcher
Lance Parrish (27, 114), shortstop
Alan Trammell <.319l , second
baseman Lou Whitaker (.320 l and
centerfielder Chet Lemon <24 HR l.
Parrish , Trammell and Whitaker
won gold gloves last year .
J ack Morris <20-13 > and Dan
Petry <19-11 l will need help from
some of Detroit's young arms.
Reliefer Aurelio Lopez (18 saves l
also will need help in the pen.
3. TORONTO . The Blue Jays ad-

ded pitchers Byron Clark and Dennis Lamp (7wins, 15 saves> to complement a strong staff of Dave
Stieb U7-12l. Jim Clancy (15-11 ),
Luis Leal 03·12) and Doyle Alexander <7-8).
Ll oyd Moseby <.315, 18, 8ll,
Jesse Barfield (27 HRl and Willie
Upshaw <.306, 27, 104) helped the
Jays to a surprising four th place
finish. But the Jays l ack the con·
sistency that is needed to oust the
Orioles.
Shortstop Alfredo Griffin is still
on the tr ading block .
4. NEW YORK. No Goose to
catch the Birds. Rich "Goose"
Gossage has gone to San Diego
which leaves Dave Righetti to rot
in the bullpen. George Frazier is
gone which means more wear and
tear on Ron Guidry 's arm. But hitting has always been the Bronx
Bombers prowess.
·Don Baylor <.303, 21, 85), D ave
Winfield< .283, 32, 116l , Ken Griffey
<.306), Roy Smalley <.275, 18, 86 l
and Cr aig Nettles ( 29 HR l is all the
hitting they need.
5. MILWAUKEE. The "Wallbangers" are now the Pina Coladas. Pitcher s Rollie Fingers and
Pete Vuckovich are question

marks agatn. And gone from the
'82 A.L. championship team are
Jim Slaton, Gorman Thomas, Doc
Medlch and Ned Yost. Who replaces them? Rick Manning, be's
no Gorman Thomas. Jim Sundberg, can he still throw out 1'1111- ners? Bob Gibson, no not the Hall
of Farner.
Robin Yount <.308, 17, 80), Cecil
Cooper <.307, 30, 126) and Ted Simmons <.308, 13, ·108) will have to
carry this team If others don't pi'Oduce.
6. BOSTON. The'ned Sox survive
with only three outfielders (Jim
Rice, Tony Armas and Dwight
Evans), a third baseman <Wade
Boggs> and a relief pitcher '(Bob
Stanley>. Their top two starting
pitchers are lefties - a deadly
situation in Fenway Park with its
"Green-Monster."
7. CLEVELAND. The Indians
are full of National League
refugees, and even they don' t want
to play there. They have gOod
defense, but no hitting. They have
more speed than the local drug .
pusher, but no pitching. 70 wins
will be hard to get for these little
braves.
NEXT WEEK: THE NATIONAL
LEAGUE WEST.

Loyola hosts 5th
MCC Tournament
b y Steve Gassm an
The Chicago Pavillion, home or
the Loyola Ramblers and the UIC
Flames, located on the campus of
the University of Illinois-Chicago,
will be the site of the Fifth Annual
M i dwestern City Confer ence
Basketball Tournament.
T he tournam ent. hosted by
Loyola Univer sity. will consist uf
four first-round games, t wo semifinal games and the ultimate
championship gam e.
THE FIRST-round games will be
held on Thursday, beginning at 2,
4, 7 and 9 p.m .
The semi-final s will be held F r i-

day, March 9 at 6 an<! 8:30p.m.
The championship game sends
the winner to the NCAA Tournament which is scheduled for Saturday, March 10 at 7:30p.m.
SOME OF the MCC's best action
has taken pl ace in the league's
post-season tournament. Oral
Roberts posted victories over
Oklahoma City and Loyola to take
the first-ever championship tn 1980
at E vansville.
Interesting enough is the fact
that no host has ever won the
championship, nor has Loyola this year's host - which has appeared in more tourney games
(nine> than any other l eague team.

Loyola, which has never finished
lower than second place tn regular
season league action, failed in 1982
in its second straight title appearance when Xavier won by a
score of 82-76.
LAST YEAR at Evansville, attendance for the three-day event
reached a record high or 22,793, an
average of 7,598 per round. The
first round attracted 8,460 - the
new single round record - and the
second round gathere!) 7,762 fans_
When Evansville was. ousted from
the tournament, 6,571 fans were
there to see Xavier beat Loyola's
Ramblers by a score of 82-76.

Empty seats at U IC
by Dennis Anderson
The National F ootball League
thinks it has problems with noshows; it should have the Univer sity of Illinois at Chicago Flames
hockey team 's problems.
They are the only Division I
hockey team in the Chicago area.
They advertise during Chicago

Black Haw k games. They have
promotions and give-aways and
they play in the n5!w Pavilion. But
still the UI C Flames can't draw
crowds.
•

" Chicagoans support their pro
sports teams," Belmonte said.
"IN A BIG CITY, it i s going to be
a pro town."
Chicago's core of hockey fans is
FLAMES COACH Val Bel monte smaller than those of Northern
states
like Minnesota, Michigan
said they ar e new but. " People
were screaming that they wanted and Wisconsin where hockey
thrives.
Division I hockey in Chicago ; now
"Chi cago has a limited hockey
they have it and they still don' t
audience, " editor of Chicago
come to the games."
Sports M agazine Bill Gleason says.
One of the reasons they don't
show up is the Flames' 5-29-1 " I believe there are about 40,000
hockey
fans in Chicago. Of which,
record. In a battle for last place
against the Univer sity of M iami. only half of them go to games at
Ohio, at the Pavilion. a meager 823 various times.' '
A GOOD part of those 40,000
loyals.showed up.
T he Flames' average attendance hockey fans are going to Chicago
Black Hawks games where a betis 1,200. The Pavilion holds 8.900.
ter brand of hockey is played.
CHICAGO NEWSPAPERS don 't
Flames tickets go for $5 to $6.
give the Fl ames the coverage that The cheapest Black Hawks ticket
DePaul or Loyol a basketball gets .
is$5.
The Chicago Sun-Times covers the
Ch icagoans grow-up playing
Flames, but the Chicago T ribune baseball , basketball and football.
does not.
Area hockey rinks are few-and far
" They don't seem to want to between.
cover us," Sports I nformation
So what does it take to bring
Director Jim Schmidt said.
hockey fans to the Pavllion?.
The Tribune has its reasons.
"They <UI CI have to do a
" We covered them last y ear but we
tremendous job of promotion,"
didn't get any r esponse," Tribune
said Gl eason.
Sports Editor, George L angford
''THEY HAVE to get better
said.
talent," said Langford.
STUDENT SUPPORT for the
"We've tried everything," said
Flames is low. " There Is no tradiSchmidt.
tion on campus, but students
But Schmidt says that no Divi·
shoulcj come in lime." said
sion I progr am is successful over
Bel monte.
night.
•
Ill inois football Coach Mike
" We 'r e worried <about the
While once said, "CWcago i s a pro
Flames success> but not that wortown." U I C won't dispute that.
.ried," Schmidt said.

